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Abstract  
Probability is a better tool for handling uncertainty and rea-
soning. But it is often easy to go wrong with the task. Here 
we talk about some instances where the probability is mis-
used and, then show how to use it correctly.  Firstly, we talk 
about how to adjust p-values in statistical significance testing 
so that uncertainty in replication studies can be lowered, thus 
minimizing so-called replication crisis. Also, Monty Hall 
problem is discussed to show how puzzling the probability 
can be. The solution lies on differentiating the conditional 
probability from the marginal probability. And finally, a sim-
ple logical way of quantifying uncertainty of a probabilistic 
prediction is discussed. We use Bayesian network inference 
for the task. The method is extended to deep neural networks.  

 Introduction   
Probability theory is regarded as a better and coherent 
framework for handling uncertainty in many natural phe-
nomena and artificial systems. However, often it can be mis-
understood easily. For example, in so-called statistical hy-
pothesis tests, aka as significance testing, where the p-values 
are misused. Another case is probability puzzles. We show 
it using so-called Monty Hall problem. In fact, it is often 
referred as a puzzle since people do not analyze it properly. 
Solution to the puzzle is based on correct identification of 
conditional and marginal probabilities. Then, we show that 
it needs to inflate p-values that we calculate in order to re-
duce uncertainty in hypothesis test conclusions. Finally, we 
talk about how the probability theory can be used in uncer-
tainty handling in predictions. In this case so-called proba-
bilistic Bayesian networks are a better tool, therefore we 
show a simple way to express the uncertainty in their pre-
diction which is otherwise being done in complicated ways 
or is ignored. This is done through defining a virtual param-
eter for the predictive probability distribution, which is a 
function of actual parameters of the network. It is shown 
how this method can be extended to deep neural networks. 

 
 

Uncertainty in P-Values 
An instance where insufficient handling of uncertainty is 
seen is in so-called replication studies in experimental sci-
ences (Gibson 2021). There is a huge blame is put on so-
called p-values in statistical null hypothesis testing. Weak 
uncertainty handling in the inference process causes the rep-
lication problems. We argue that the p-values that we ob-
tained are often under some assumptions but there is some 
uncertainty in those assumptions, which we ignore. There-
fore, our calculated p-value should be adjusted for compen-
sating the uncertainty in our research design or in the mod-
eling process. Suppose we are performing a one-sided T-test 
where we assume that we have a random sample of data of 
size 𝑛 from the relevant population. Note that test statistics 
𝑇 has a 𝑡-distribution with (𝑛 − 1) degrees of freedom un-
der the null hypothesis 𝐻! and then the p-value of the test is 
𝑝 = 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡"#|𝐻!} where 𝑡"# is the observed value of  𝑇. 
However, practically we are not certain that our data are a 
random sample. Therefore, our observed p-value should be 
written as, 𝑝"# = 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡"#|𝐻! ∧ 𝑅} where 𝑅 denotes the 
proposition that random sample assumption is true and ∧ is 
the logical “AND” operator. We see that the true p-value 
must be at least the calculated value because, 
 
																										𝑝 ≥ 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡"# ∧ 𝑅|𝐻!} 

																														=
𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡"#|	𝐻! ∧ 𝑅}

𝑃{𝑅|𝐻!}
=

𝑝"#
𝑃{𝑅} ≥ 𝑝"# 

The Monty Hall Puzzle 
So-called Monty Hall problem or puzzle (Freedman 1998) 
is said to fool even trained human mind. Suppose you are on 
a game show. And you are given choices of three doors to 
select one, where behind one of the doors there is a car and 



 

 

behind the other two doors there are two goats, one for each. 
Trick is to select the door that has the car behind it. So, you 
select one of the three doors (say, Door-1). Then the game 
host reveals one non-selected door (say, Door-3) which does 
not have the car behind it. At this point, you can choose 
whether to stick with your original choice (i.e., Door-1), or 
switch to the remaining door (i.e. Door-2). What are the 
probabilities that you will win the car if you stick, versus if 
you switch? 
 Most people believe, upon first hearing of this problem, 
that the car is equally likely to be behind either of the two 
unopened doors, so the probability of winning is 1 2⁄ 	re-
gardless of whether you stick or switch. However, in fact the 
probabilities of winning are 1 3⁄  if you stick, and 2 3⁄  if you 
switch. We can show that the two probabilities, 1 2⁄  and 
2 3⁄  refer two different events. The confusion comes up 
when these two well-defined probabilities are interpreted as 
if they mean the same! The value 1 2⁄   corresponds to an 
unconditional event of winning the car on average (switch-
ing or sticking), and the value 2 3⁄   corresponds to a condi-
tional event of winning the car if switch. Similarly, 1 3⁄ 	cor-
responds to a conditional event of winning the car if stick. 
So, Monty Hall problem is all about identifying what those 
probabilities mean.   

Probabilistic Bayesian Network Prediction 
In this section we talk about quantifying uncertainty of a 
probabilistic prediction. For simplicity we assume that all 
the random variables are discrete, therefore our prediction is 
categorical that means that it is a classification. A probabil-
istic Bayesian network (BN) (Cowell et al. 1999) that is used 
extensively for classification tasks represents a factorization 
of joint probability distribution of a given set of random var-
iables based on conditional independences inherited in 
them. For a random variable vector of length 𝑛, say, 𝑋[%] =
(𝑋', … , 𝑋%) we can write a BN representation as  
𝑝:𝑥[%]< = 	∏ 𝑝(𝑥(|𝑥)*(())%

(-' 	where  𝑝:𝑥'>𝑥)*(')< = 𝑝(𝑥') 
and 𝑥)*(() ⊆ {𝑥', … . , 𝑥(.'} for 𝑖 = 2,… , 𝑛. 

 We assume multinomial distributions for 𝑋' and every 
conditional variable 𝑋(|𝑋)*(() for 𝑖 = 2,… , 𝑛	for parameter-
izing the BN. Uncertainty of every parameter can be model 
with a Dirichlet distribution whose parameters’ sum corre-
sponds to the “precision” of its component probabilities. 
When the BN used as a classifier, the classifying probability 
is just a function of BN parameters. Therefore, uncertainty 
in classifying probabilities can be model easily if we define 
a virtual parameter for the classifying probability distribu-
tion. When have done so, we can define the precision of it 
using, for example, the smallest precision in the answer to 
the respective probabilistic query. However, it will be a con-
servative uncertainty estimation for the probabilistic query. 

Our approach is easier to implement than those methods that 
are currently being used (Allen, et al. 2008).      

Deep Neural Network Prediction 
Often a deep neural network can have millions of param-

eters, therefore quantifying its prediction uncertainty 
through its parameters can be hard. See the paper Abdar et 
al. (2021) for a comprehensive review on the topic. How-
ever, to our surprise researchers often follow this line for 
doing it. But mathematically, we can define the feature 
space of the neural network classifier through output signal 
space of its last layer. Note that these signals are the input to 
the classification node of the network, that often uses so-
called softmax activation function to generate the classify-
ing probabilities. Since input to a deep neural network is 
high-dimensional (such as images, etc.) we can consider the 
whole network as a dimension reduction tool in this way. 
The reduced feature space is the output signal space of the 
last layer of the network.  

 Once we have derived the feature space we can define a 
reduced parameter set for the whole network, whose values 
ranges over the feature space.  Note that these parameters 
are virtual, but their state spaces are not, i.e., they are ob-
servable.  For a given training dataset, we should be able to 
count different configurations of these virtual parameters 
and output variable that has been predicted correctly or sim-
ilar way. Thus, we can define precisions of softmax proba-
bilities that can be transformed into a Dirichlet distribution. 
By this way, we have reduced a deep neural network classi-
fication task as multinomial and Dirichlet probability model.  
Uncertainty quantification is done with simple probabilistic 
calculations as in the case of Bayesian networks. 
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